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Editorial note 
 
Dear fellow Mycorrhiza 
 
The previous and following newsletters aim to show you the diversity of the fungi.  
There is a lot that can also be said about each of the different groups you learn about, 
but that for later. In the mean time, thanks for the intriguing photos sent by some of 
you.  You will see them in here one day. Personally I cannot wait, but there is only so 
much I can put in. And the mushroom season has not even started everywhere yet! 
 
Our numbers have grown since that first e-mail I sent. We are now 57 on the list plus 
3 special international friends.  If I recall correctly, we started off with 33 people.  If 
you know of people who might be interested (even if they do not have e-mail), please 
spread the word! 
 
Hope you enjoy. Happy hunting! 
Marieka 
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BOF 
Basidiomycetes 
 
Macrofungi consists of two major groups, namely the basidiomycetes and the 
ascomycetes (myces = fungus and basidio- and asco- refers to the way the spores are 
formed).  These two groups differ based on microscopic characterisitics, and it mainly 
has to do with how the spores are formed and distributed.  For this newsletter I will 
only talk about the more common basidiomycetes and explain the ascomycetes later.   

 The spores of the basidiomycetes are formed on club-like structures, called 
basidia (singular: basidium; figure on left) that line the surface of the gills, pores, 
wrinkles, veins or smooth surface of the hymenium (spore bearing surface).  The 
spores are called basidiospores and are formed on 4 thread-like outgrowths (called 
sterigmata; singular: sterigma). These spore-producing structures are born in many 
different ways and can be either inside the fruiting body, or more commonly on the 
outside. The basidia themselves also look different.  Another characteristic we look 
for are structures on the hyphae called clamp connections, as you can see on the 
photograph on the right.  (Pictures taken from Mycoalbum by George Barron) 

When the spores are in a favourable place, they will germinate and form a 
network of hyphae (mycelium) that will eventually form mushrooms again when the 
time is right.  Each species has its own particular set of environmental conditions that 
will trigger fruiting.  That is why you will never see mushrooms only in spring, or 
why that rare mushroom that came up in your garden last year, does not necessarily 
come up again, although it most likely is still there. 
 Spores are released by the sterigmata and falls downward because of gravity.  
As soon as they clear the gills, pores, etc., the slightest wiff of air will carry them off 
to new sources of food.  Literary millions and millions of spores are formed to 
enhance chances of survival (see Ganoderma applanatum, the one fungus of the 
month).  Although one thinks that there is plenty of food out there, only a small 
number of spores will actually land on a favourable place, and there are also other 
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organisms that will compete for the same piece of real estate.   These spores are very 
small and can be something between 3 to 30 μm (1 μm is one thousandth of a mm). 
Their shape are also quite variable and some have interesting features like a warty 
surface. You will always need a microscope to see them. 

 The most typical fruiting structures of basidiomycetes are designed to 
efficiently disperse spores into the air and are formed from numerous hyphae that 
differentiated into different shapes and textures. If the spores are not wind dispersed, 
the fungus has some other plan, such as the Coprinus of the last newsletter that 
liquidises its gills and distribute the spores as black goo. Your typical mushroom has a 
cap with the spore-bearing surface (gills, pores, smooth etc) underneath. This cap will 
be borne on a stipe that will either be tall and slender, short and chubby, etc., or 
missing. On the stipe or the cap you might find some other features such as a ring, a 
volva, etc., which are things left behind when the mushroom developed and I will deal 
with them next month. The next BOF feature will thus deal with how a mushroom 
develops. 
 

Feature 
The different groups of macrofungi – part 2 
  
I have tried to have representatives of these in the Fungi of the month and UFO’s 
sections. Again, the pictures and info comes from Arora’s book. 
 
4. Chanterelles 

Looks like an agaric or bolete mushroom with cap and 
stalk, but the surface where the spores are formed (underneath cap) is smooth, 
wrinkled or with veins or folds, and not with pores (boletes) or with gills (agarics).  
Some chanterelles, however, do have gills, but these look fold-like, thick and blunt. 
These fungi are usually vase- or trumpet-shaped. 
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5. Jelly fungi 

Rubbery or gelatinous texture, literally looks like blops of jelly with no 
definate shape.  Others have a cap and stalk, are coral-like or cup-like.  Spore-bearing 
surface smooth, veined, lobed or toothed. 
 
6. Crust and parchment fungi 

In layman terms, these are usually flat on the bark (resupinate), 
occasionally “peeling off”, often looking like someone was busy with a paint brush. 
Can be soft, spongy to thin, tough, crustlike. Can also be bracketlike.  Surface that 
produces spores smooth, wrinkled, veined or warted (thus no pores or tubes).  Arora 
puts the genera Stereum and Haemynochaete (fungi of the month for later) here 
because their spore-producing surface is smooth although they have bracket-like 
fruiting bodies. He also includes forms that are stalked or branched. All of these 
different forms are united because they do not have gills, pores or tubes. 
 
7. Puffballs and earthstars 

Round to oval to pear-shaped fruiting body 
(puffballs and young earthstars), while with earthstars the outer layer splits open in 
star-like rays with the inner layer still present as a round ball (I’ll show a picture of 
one next month).  Spores form in the inside, either in one big cavity or in an enclosed 
case.  Stalk absent or present in the form of a narrowed base or fibers.  Spores 
released by disintegration, rupture or splitting of spore case or fruiting body, or 
through a pore. 

 
Fungus recipe of the month 

 
Here's an Apician (Roman) recipe from the British Museum cookbook sent by Hugh 
Glen.  So this is how the Romans did it… 
 
MUSHROOMS STEWED WITH CORIANDER AND WINE 
 
600 ml red wine 
500 g button mushrooms  
salt and freshly ground black pepper  
3 tablespoons chopped dhania (cilantro/ coriander) leaves 
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Boil the wine till it reduces to about 450 ml (i.e. 3/4 the original volume). Wash the 
mushrooms and remove the stalks (these can go into stock or a mirepoix). Add to the 
wine with a pinch of salt and a good grind of pepper. Bring the wine back to the boil 
and simmer gently for 5 minutes. Remove the pan from the heat. Just before serving, 
add the dhania leaves. Serve warm or cold, with freshly-baked brown bread or as a 
salad or even each mushroom speared on a cocktail stick. Leftover wine (and even 
mushrooms) can go into next week's bolognaise. 
 

Fungi of the month 
 

Ganoderma applanatum (artist’s pallet) 
 

 
(Pictures by myself and Bernice, except that the one of the pores is from George 
Barron and the spore cloud from Ronald Heath.) 
 
Etymology:  gan-, shiny and derm-, skin; applanatum, flattened 
 

One of two species in South Africa that is quite common. The other species is 
Ganoderma lucidum that will feature in a later newsletter. Ganoderma lucidum has a 
shiny, varnished-looking surface while G. applanatum is dull and corky.  Ganoderma 
applanatum occurs on broad-leafed trees and is pathogenic because it causes a serious 
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white trunk rot on both living and dead trees that can result in the tree to fall over.  
For those more into these type of things, G. applanatum represents a species complex 
based on microscopic characters. 

The fruiting bodies, like a few other genera e.g. Phellinus, are persistant and 
perennial. This means that they keep on growing each year (forms a new ring of 
growth) and can thus become quite large.  The fruiting bodies are also tough, woody 
and corky.  When inactive, the lower spore-producing surface is not distinctly white. 
The conks (common name for the fruiting bodies) are inedible and tough, although 
VanderW&Eicker says that according to Diane Fossey, the mountain gorillas of 
central Africa actually eat them.  

The common name comes from the fact that the white pore surface stains dark 
when bruised. You can thus actually scratch words or pictures on the surface, and 
these conks can become significantly large to make this worth your while.  This is 
shown by Bernice in the one picture, who drew the comics of Hugh Glen’s book 
“What’s in a name”. 

This is a great opportunity to also talk about how some fungi release their 
spores (see BOF feature). G. applanatum is one of the mass spore producers and 
releases 30 billion spores per day for 6 months, thus 5 trillion spores annually (Arora).  
These spores are tiny, 6-10 um long. Yet in such masses you can actually see them as 
a brown deposit on and around the fruiting bodies. On very odd and lucky occasions, 
you can actually see the spores being released, as shown in the unique photograph 
(see arrow) by Ronald. (Info from Arora and Van der Westh. & Eicker) 
 
Distinguishing features: large, dull, brown, hooflike or shelf like, woody and hard 
fruiting bodies, white when emerging, perennial, 5-75 or more cm wide, surface 
knobly or furrowed, whitish to pale pore surface that bruises dark, minute pores (see 
George Barron’s photo with paper clip), usually no stalk. 
 

Scleroderma citrinum (common earthball) 
 

 
(Not one of my best.  Why I put the unfortunate thing upside down on the right I do not 
know.. but hopefully you get the idea.) 
 
Etymology:  scler-, hard and derm-, skin; citrin-, lemon-yellow 
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This puffball is common in pine plantations and is a mycorrhiza of the pines. You will 
often see that fruiting bodies were eaten by small animals, but this puffball is best 
avoided, even though it is edible when young.  It can cause nausea, vomiting, 
diarrhea, chills or cold sweats. 
 The most distinguishing feature of Scleroderma species is the blackish spore 
mass when you cut it open.  The spore mass remains firm and only become powdery 
when ripe and old, unlike other puffballs that usually have soft spore masses that only 
darkens when ripe. However, when very young the spore mass is white to cream.  The 
black spore mass inside distinguishes it from other puffballs, so always cut it open.  
The other difference is that the outer skin of this fungus is very tough and hard, 
whereas other puffball genera usually have thin and papery outer skins.  (Afrikaans: 
vratjie snuifbal) 
 
Distinguishing features: tough, warty skin, lemon-yellow when young, then becoming 
more brown, spherical with restricted, narrow columnar base with root-like threads. 
Spore mass on the inside brown to grey. 
 

UFOs 
 
UFO 6 – pink chanterelle from Hartenbos (Bernice) 

 
It was a tiny mushroom growing on the sidewalk lawn.  Some Cantharellus species? 
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UFO 7 – white jelly fungus 
 

 
 
Some Tremella species we found near Sabie in an indigenous forest in 1999.  I am 
guessing it looks like Tremella lutescens in my one book, but cannot say for sure 
without looking at it microscopically. 
 
UFO 8 – 3 resupinate fungi of different colours from Lydenburg (Marieka) 
 

 
 
The purple one is quite common, one day Wolfgang and I will try to get a name for it! 


